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COMPETITION COMMISION INQUIRY INTO LAND-BASED 
PUBLIC PASSENGER TRANSPORT

B. Busses

B.1 Key Challenges with regard to IRPTNs

 Mini-bus taxis remain marginally unsubsidized by the Government although the taxi

industry transports the majority of commuters (70%) as compared to rail (10%) and

buses (20%).

 Lack of support and buy-in of SANTACO in relation to the amendment of the transport

mix.

 The spatial planning dynamics of post-apartheid South Africa continue to perpetuate

fragmentation of space, a geographically and politically sprawled city and housing

developments away from economic nodes and also emphatically complicates transport

infrastructure and intermodal planning.
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BUSES CONT…

 The final challenge in the public transport industry within the Province and country is that

of diverse disciplines which are involved in the design, planning, implementation,

operation and maintenance of public transport systems working in silos rather than

working in an integrated manner.

 In the context of the Free State the Metro is responsible for the implementation of IRPTN

and yet other responsibilities have not yet been devolved due to lack of H-R personnel

and relevant capacity.
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BUSES CONT…

B2. What measures can be put in place to ensure that capacity is developed for the

successful implementation of the IRPTNs and the development of ITPs?

Human Resources

 Appointment of properly skilled personnel at both provincial as well as municipal levels.

 Proper placement of qualified personnel and up-skilling of experienced personnel.

Planning Capacity

 To ensure that state resources are utilized effectively through stringent planning processes.

 To set clear and achievable objectives for the implementation of the developed transport plans.

 To ensure that sufficient financial resources are made available to assist with project

implementation, and if necessary to seek investment where possible.
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BUSES CONT…

B.3 Objecting and reasons raised by operators during objection process

Reasons raised by operators would related to existing service they are providing

and lack of need for additional operators.

B.4 How widespread is the practice of objecting to new applications by large

operators?

it is common for large operators to object new applications, but it should also be

raised that the taxi industry despite encouragement to subscribe with the

government gazette so they can see what is happening in their areas of operation

are still failing to comment to applications that affect them.
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BUSES CONT…

B.5 In cases of objections did the OLB grant operating licenses and how long

did it take?

In one case of a charter operator in Kroonstad the OLB granted the operating

license and it was after 150 day (5 months);

and in 4 cases of school transport the OLB granted the licenses (because of

existing operations the OLB did grant the licenses) and it was after 6 months.

B.6 Is the OLB dealing effectively with the objections?

It is detailed in Regulation 17 of the NLTA how objections should be handled and

as such the all received objections are scheduled and affected parties invited. In

the case of Kroonstad the argument advanced by the OLB was with particular

reference to fair competition.
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BUSES CONT…

B.7 Ways that can be identified to balance legal provisions of NLTA for

objecting with potential abuse by large operators?

Big operators will continue to object applications as a way of ensuring market

dominance, it becomes important that applicants must thoroughly consult and

build strong cases to support their applications.

B.8 What are the impediments to the competitive bidding process by government?

Lack of capacity (in terms of the specifications of the tender) from the
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MINIBUS TAXI’S

C.1 Does the PRE in terms of new routes act more reactive, in such a way

that they would be obliged to approve operating licenses because

minibus taxis are operating already.

Section 54 of the National Land Transport Act of 2009 a person wishing to

apply for an intraprovincial service will apply with the NPTR, an those for

intraprovincial service will apply with the municipality within which area the

service will be rendered.

Section 36(6) of the NLTA of 2009, Planning Authorities after making integrated

transport plans will make recommendations to the PRE’s on applications relevant

to them for new operating licenses.
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MINIBUS TAXI’S CONT…

C.1 Does the PRE in terms of new routes act more reactive, in such a way

that they would be obliged to approve operating licenses because

minibus taxis are operating already.

Section 54 of the National Land Transport Act of 2009 a person wishing to

apply for an intraprovincial service will apply with the NPTR, an those for

intraprovincial service will apply with the municipality within which area the

service will be rendered.

Section 36(6) of the NLTA of 2009, Planning Authorities after making integrated

transport plans will make recommendations to the PRE’s on applications relevant

to them for new operating licenses.
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MINIBUS TAXI’S CONT…

C.1 Does the PRE in terms of new routes act more reactive, in such a way that

they would be obliged to approve operating licenses because minibus taxis

are operating already.

PRE has not considered applications for new operating licenses due to lack

of capacity on the part of planning authorities to make relevant recommendations.

Existing operators with existing operating licenses would normally extend the

authority conveyed by their operating licenses operations to cover new routes that

are next or adjacent to their operations, therefore in a way yes the OLB is

compelled to approve amendments covering extensions because of existing

operations.
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MINIBUS TAXI’S CONT…

C.2 What would be the optimal process that needs to be followed by taxi operators to

get new routes allocate to them?

It should be noted that the Province in 2005 embarked on a process of “One town

one Association” which its objective was to align operations/routes in a single town

which were found to be common routes operated by many associations to be under one

taxi association and to do away with many associations many associations operating in one

town;the programme was a huge success because of the many associations agreed to

merge and of 89 taxi associations we are left with 48 taxi associations.

Since routes are organized in terms of registered taxi associations and no one outside the

membership of the association can access those routes, associations would identify routes

and integrate them into their existing routes to cover areas which were previously not covered.
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MINIBUS TAXI’S CONT…

C.3 Underlying reasons and/or justification for the PRE to issue a

moratorium and the effectiveness of the moratoria in deterring entry

into the taxi industry?

The moratorium on new licenses was a directive by the National Department of

Transport, which its aim was not to deter entry into the taxi industry but a process

of allowing the Department to identify active permits over inactive and/or dormant

permits and to allow for rationalization of existing services, by converting radius

based public permits to route based operating licenses.

The National Land Transport Act of 2009 makes empowering provisions for

issuance of new license on provision that planning authorities make necessary

recommendations for services in their area of operation.
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MINIBUS TAXI’S CONT…

C.4 What mechanisms did the PREs and the municipality put in place to

enforce these moratoria?

The provisions of the law in terms of Section 54 of the NLTA which requires the

planning authorities to make relevant comments in itself serves as a measure that

ensures that applications are carefully considered till such time as the necessary

provisions have been met.

C.5 What mechanism are underlying causes for backlogs at PRE and how

can they be remedied?

Capacitation of municipalities and forging of relations between Municipalities and

Province.
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METERED TAXI’S

D.1 Do proposed amendments to the NLTA address the issues of area of

restrictions between traditional metered taxi operations and e-hailing

services and if not, propose mechanisms that would address the issues

identified.

The amendments to the NLTA will make provision for e-hailing and until such time

we are not considering applications for e-hailing.
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THANK  YOU
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